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Safran Electronics & Defense has completed its acquisition of Syrlinks, a French mid-sized firm 
founded in 2011 that specializes in radiocommunications and radionavigation, primarily for the space 
sector, and positioning, navigation and timing (PNT). 
 
Through this acquisition, Safran Electronics & Defense continues to consolidate its position as an 
original equipment manufacturer delivering sovereign space solutions. Building on its world-
renowned expertise in ground stations for space communications, Safran Electronics & Defense 
rounds out its portfolio with Syrlinks’ onboard satellite communications systems to extend its 
coverage of the complete ground-space communications sector. 
 

Syrlinks also offers proven expertise in resilient GNSS and miniature atomic clocks to complement 

that of Safran Electronics & Defense. This will further strengthen Safran Electronics & Defense’s 

unique integrated positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) capabilities, which come into their own 

when satellite navigation systems are inadvertently or intentionally disrupted in civil or military 

environments. 

 

Headquartered in Cesson-Sévigné, near Rennes, and with an office in Toulouse, Syrlinks employs 

140 people. This base in Brittany will help boost Safran’s presence in an academic and industrial 

community renowned for its expertise in telecommunications and electronics. 
 
“I am very pleased to see our two companies joining forces,’ said Safran Electronics & Defense CEO 
Martin Sion. “We share the same DNA as equipment suppliers with a strong technological 
foundation, delivering sovereignty solutions to our customers. In short, we’re continuing to 
strengthen our position in space and resilient PNT.” 

 

 
 
 

Safran is an international high-technology group operating in the aviation (propulsion, equipment and interiors), 

defense and space markets. Its core purpose is to contribute to a safer, more sustainable world, where air 

transport is more environmentally friendly, comfortable and accessible. Safran has a global presence, with 

76,800 employees and sales of 15.3 billion euros in 2021, and holds, alone or in partnership, world or European 

leadership positions in its core markets. Safran is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange and is part of 

the CAC 40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices. 

Safran Electronics & Defense is an international company with 10,000 employees, built on proven expertise 

in technologies that underpin sovereignty. By combining human and artificial intelligence, the company 

develops the products and services that empower aerospace and defense players to observe, decide and 

guide. Safran Electronics & Defense also supports fellow Safran companies by sharing its state-of-the-art 

electronics skills and expertise. 

 For further information :  www.safran-group.com  

 www.safran-group.com/fr/societes/safran-electronics-defense 

 

Follow us on : 

 @SAFRAN,  @SafranElecDef   Safran, Safran Defense, Safran Space, Safran Equipement 
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